


Increasing governmental focus on energy security and climate change drives 
the uptake of large-scale solar as the leading renewable supply.

that, globally, the next decade is one in which solar 

Firstly, we are using the wrong business models. 

models: ‘The current economic models we use are 
not suitable for managing our future energy needs 

appropriate change in the energy mix and support 
the huge investment needed. The speed of transition 
that we need to address the energy challenge is out 
of sync with the established views on returns on 

guaranteed price for renewable energy that has made 

in the failure of Copenhagen to agree any meaningful 
global targets, growing concerns over the environmental 

The combined pressures of rising global energy 
demand, increasing concern about climate change, 

heightened awareness of the challenges around 

for alternative energy sources. While long-term 

the wider adoption of nuclear energy to decrease 

the next decade is still very much one in which oil, 
gas and coal are the major sources of energy. With 

to agree a global way forward, the energy world in 

However, by implication, over the next decade there 

alternative energy supplies. Wind, wave, solar, nuclear, 
bio, hydro and geothermal generation are all pushing 
ahead, some with clear momentum and others with 
inertia yet to be overcome. As different countries are 
advocating different options, it is clear that there is 
no single global answer. Coastal locations favour wind 
turbines, mountainous districts favour hydroelectricity, 

favourite of sunny regions and, while some countries 



in the percentage of supply that nuclear provides 

increased investment in proof-of-concept schemes 
for wave power, but again this will not have achieved 

will continue to be limited to certain geographies 
and many scenarios increasingly expect that the fuel 
versus food debate concerning bio-fuels will have 

The fastest-growing area of renewable energy 

to rural, non-forested sites and offshore. Moreover, 
‘worldwide, wind energy under the same constraints 
could supply at least forty times the current electricity 

at which this capacity can be rolled out, at what cost 

A pivotal issue in any assumptions about wind power 

telephone lines are routinely dug up so that people 
can resell the copper, using millions of tonnes of it 

such as high temperature superconductors are now 

to scale these up substantially within ten years is 

others surmise that ‘current growth in wind turbines 

This brings us to solar energy – a virtually 

can see a raft of new nationally focused policies on the 
horizon. As countries scramble to protect their supplies 
and gain individual energy security, and thereby steer 

support the alternatives that are within reach from both 

levels, so this combination of technology and economics  
also has to align with social acceptance and political will.

see increased investment in nuclear energy for those 

in support of the traditional centralised view of supply, 
there will be more nuclear power stations coming 
on stream than ever but, given the overall dynamics 



leader in solar energy and envisages an installed solar 

While some countries, such as those in northern 

needs from PV and solar farms within their national 
boundaries, if they had access to solar power 
from other countries, solar could meet nearly 
all electricity demand. According to calculations 

The same arguments clearly apply elsewhere in the 

As was pointed out in the most recent Technology 

so, theoretically, the sun could provide at least eight 

argument that, ‘in the long term, all energy can 

will be when the shift to solar truly starts gaining 
momentum.

next few years, many anticipate that more large-
scale solar power systems will be installed across the 

solar energy will be competitive without subsidy 

capacity will result in a steady cost decline and ‘across 
the supply chain, manufacturers are increasing cell 

There is little argument that, ‘in the long 
term, all energy can be solar.
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